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Preface
This brochure describes the new features in Ethiris VMS 10.0 and shows examples of how they
can be used in practice. The new version is available for download on our partner pages.
360-cameras (fisheye) provide an efficient way to reduce the number of required cameras in a system. One camera
usually replaces four normal cameras.
Ethiris VMS 10.0 has support for 360-cameras since Ethiris Client can dewarp the image. Hence the user can zoom,
pan and tilt the image in both live and recorded video. Furthermore, the user can now create virtual cameras with a
certain pre-defined dewarp mode and PTZ position for 360-cameras.
The possibility to connect your system to an alarm central has indeed increased by using Ethiris VMS 10.0. In the new
version, alarms and events can be associated with various so called SIA codes. On alarm or other important events,
Ethiris can send information via the SIA protocol to an alarm central where the operator automatically gets the Player
in Ethiris Client loaded with the associated cameras and the time of the alarm.
Many of today’s cameras contain video analytics that becomes more and more useful. Our ambition with Ethiris is to
facilitate the usage of all the video analytics provided by the cameras. In version 10.0 of Ethiris it has become even
more easily since analytic information via ONVIF Events is automatically presented as variables in Ethiris’ datastore.
Export of video has always been an important feature in a VMS. Now, we increase the usability by introducing a completely new function for export to AVI format directly from Ethiris Viewer.
Ethiris VMS is an open system and communication has always been a prioritized part of all our systems. We have now
enhanced our OPC Server for Modbus with support for more data types which means that we for example can read
temperature data from FLIR’s temperature sensors with image (thermal cameras) directly from Ethiris VMS.
Ethiris VMS 10 will be the last major version where Ethiris Client and Ethiris Admin are available as 32-bit versions.
From version 11 only 64-bit versions will be available.
Ethiris NVR/NVC
All models of Ethiris NVR and Ethiris NVC will be delivered with Ethiris VMS 10.0 from now on.

				
				

Now, sit down in your favorite chair and enjoy reading about the new
features in Ethiris VMS 10.0!

				

Enjoy!
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Dewarping av 360-kameror
The new dewarping feature in Ethiris provides full usability of 360-cameras. A 360-camera
consumes one camera license only even though you can get an unlimited number
of separate camera views from the complete 360 video stream.

Description in short
The camera always sends the complete
(round) 360 image as just one video stream
to Ethiris Server. On recording, the complete
video stream is always recorded.
Ethiris Client dewarps the image in live, the
Player and the Instant replay window such as
the user can watch a normal image in the client.
The feature is generic and works for different 360cameras from different manufacturers. It is mainly
developed for cameras with lenses from ImmerVision.

36
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Zoomning
The user can decide which so called dewarp mode and PTZ setting to use directly in the client and can use the PTZ functions just as for any normal PTZ camera. You can for example zoom in on a rectangle by using the right mouse button.
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Pan/tilt
You can pan and tilt the image by
dragging the image with the left
mouse button.

Configuration
Ethiris automatically discovers if the camera is a 360-camera. You set which position the camera is mounted in:
Ceiling, Wall or Ground.
In certain cases you also have to enter which lens type the camera uses. In other cases it might be a fixed lens that is
always the same for a certain camera model.

-
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Different dewarp modes

PTZ view
By right-clicking the image you can choose from different
dewarp modes.

Panorama view
The Panorama view displays only one single view that covers 360°. You can Pan to set the distribution of the image and
which part should be in the center, but you always see all 360°. The Panorama view is most suitable when the heightwidth ratio is 1:7.5, so the proportions become better if you choose the next dewarp mode.

Panorama view, fixed aspect
This mode is similar to the previous one,
with the difference that the optimal aspect
ratio is automatically set and cannot be
changed.
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Quad view
In this mode you get four views in which you can zoom, pan
and tilt separately.

By right-clicking the image you can choose
from different dewarp modes.

Double panorama view
Double panorama view displays two views, each one covering
180°. You can pan to set the distribution of the image, but
you always see the complete 360°.

Double panorama view, fixed aspect
This mode is similar to the previous one,
but with the difference that the optimal
aspect ratio is automatically set and
cannot be changed.

-
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Virtual cameras in Ethiris Client
The purpose of virtual cameras is to pre-define a certain dewarp mode and PTZ position for a
360-camera. Several virtual cameras, each one with a unique name, can be created for each
360-camera. Virtual cameras are used in Ethiris just as any other camera and can for example be
used in pre-defined client views.
Configuration
The virtual cameras are created in the client
configuration of Ethiris Admin. Start off by
double-clicking the 360-camera in the treeview under the client configuration in Ethiris
Admin. In the panel to the right, live video is
displayed from the camera.

In the camera image you can choose dewarp
mode.

Use the normal PTZ functions to set the desired
PTZ position and create new virtual cameras for
each position in the list to the far right.
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All different dewarp modes are available. Below is
an example of a Quad view where each one of the
four views can have its own PTZ position.

The virtual cameras can be used just as any other
cameras, for example to create client views.

In Ethiris Client we get a view where all
video comes from only one camera and
one video stream.

The pre-defined dewarp mode and the PTZ position are
used as start values, the user can change these in the
client if desired.

-
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Support for SIA alarm protocol
Most alarm centrals use SIA as alarm protocol. The alarm central has a reception function for receiving
alarms and distributing them across operators. One such example is the alarm central Safe4 which
furthermore has Ethiris Client locally installed at all their operators’ work stations. When an alarm
arrives from a connected Ethiris system, the operator can automatically get live and recorded video
from cameras at the customer site that are associated with the alarm.
SIA in Ethiris

Cloud solution

The whole concept is based on all necessary information, that
Ethiris Client in the alarm central requires to be able to connect to the customer’s Ethiris Server and retrieve video, is sent
encrypted in the SIA message to the alarm central on alarm.

A common scenario in a so called cloud solution, that is a
hosted environment, is that several customers share one
server located in a server farm somewhere on the internet.
In Ethiris this is simply solved by using camera groups. Each
camera group is assigned a certain customer and can have
separate authorization settings such as only the customer
can see their own cameras.

Connection to the alarm central
SIA messages are automatically sent from Ethiris Server to
the alarm central provided that you have configured required information in Ethiris Server. Basic information is about
how to connect to the alarm central and entering the IP
address of the receiver in the alarm central. You also need
to enter a unique account number for each customer and
the alarms that are supposed to generate SIA messages on
activation have to be associated with a so called SIA code.
There is support for both a primary and secondary receiver.
If Ethiris Server loses contact with the primary receiver, Ethiris tries to connect to the secondary receiver. Each customer
has unique account identification and there is also a possibility to enter a specific client configuration that the client
in the alarm central will load upon alarm. You also enter
username and password for a possible log on. This information is sent encrypted to the alarm central.
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To enable each customer their own connection to the alarm
central, you can enter the account identification for each
camera group. If required, you can also enter a specific
client configuration, username and password for the camera
group.

SIA codes
The SIA standard defines a large number of different alarm codes. In Ethiris there are for the time being three to
choose from.
►► BA – Burglary Alarm
►► FA – Fire Alarm
►► YC – Communication Error

To automatically send a SIA message to the alarm central on alarms or events in Ethiris, one of these three SIA codes
has to be entered for the alarm/event.
For custom alarms and events you can
choose from all three codes. For system
alarms you can choose YC (Communication Error) and for system events you
can choose from BA (Burglary Alarm)
and FA (Fire Alarm).
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ONVIF Events as variables
ONVIF is a generic way of communicating with cameras that most camera brands on the market have
support for. In the ONVIF concept there is a part called ONVIF Events. This part is used for having the
cameras sending notifications to a VMS, such as Ethiris, when something interesting occurs in front of
the camera. Most of the modern cameras of today contain a number of video analytic features. These
often can generate ONVIF Events. New in this version of Ethiris is that ONVIF Events are presented as
variables in Ethiris that can directly be used in Ethiris Script for example.
Ethiris datastore
In Ethiris’ so called datastore the events a certain camera can generate are
presented as a tree view. Ethiris Server simply asks the cameras connected via
ONVIF which events each camera contains and the respond from the camera
is displayed in the variable browser in Ethiris Admin.
Each camera can respond in different ways and a presumption for success
is that the camera sends ONVIF Events that corresponds to the response
the camera sent regarding the events the camera contains.
If an event is missing in the variable browser it might be due to that the
camera doesn’t tell Ethiris that event can be generated. In such case, you can
always revert to the old way in Ethiris Script to be able to react on the event.
For example as in the following script that prints all events sent to Ethiris via
ONVIF Events:
Cameras.onEvent = function(event)
{
for (var i in event.Data)
{
for (var j in event.Data[i])
{
var s = ”Camera: ” + event.target.Name;
s += ” - Data[” + i + ”][” + j + ”] = ”;
s += event.Data[i][j];

}

}

}

Debug.Print(s);

Activate alarm
In the example above from the HikVision camera
there is a variable named IsMotion of the data
type Boolean, that is it can contain two different
values: True or False. When there is motion in
front of the camera according to the camera’s
configuration, the value in this variable is automatically set to True. When the motion disappears, the value is set to False.
Hence, it is easy to for example
activate an alarm based on this
motion. If we use the alarm TresspassingAlarm from the previous
section, the script looks like this.
In this example we have also
entered the variable in the Watch
window to be able to see the current status immediately.
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AVI export from Viewer
Ethiris native export, that is, export of recorded video into Ethiris’ own format is many ways
superior to an export to AVI format. It is faster, has better quality and is often also of a smaller
size compared to an export to an AVI file. To playback Ethiris’ own export files, Ethiris Viewer is
required though. Ethiris Viewer is a stand-alone application that doesn’t require installation, but
in certain cases no external software whatsoever is permitted. Hence there might be a desire to
export to AVI from Ethiris Viewer. By using Ethiris VMS 10.0 this is now possible.
New function buttons
To facilitate the export we have introduced three new function buttons in Ethiris Viewer. These are used for
setting bookmarks for start and end of the export and for playing back the video between the bookmarks or
the entire export file.

Bookmark,
start of export

Bookmark,
end of export

Toggle between
playback between
bookmarks and
the entire original
export.

Start export
When you have selected an apropriate clip by using the bookmarks
yoou start the export by right-clicking somewhere in the image and
choose Export camera to AVI… in the popup menu.

By default Ethiris selects a file name automatically based
on the camera name and the timestamps for start and end
of the export. After that you select the so called Compressorfor the export. There are a number of compressors
included in Windows, but we suggest you download for
example x264fw to decrease the size of the export files
significantly with comparable quality to the built-in formats in Windows.

-
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Enhanced OPC Server for Modbus
For a long time Kentima has offered the market an OPC Server for Modbus that can be used for
communication between Ethiris and various systems via Modbus. Now, we have extended the
number of data types supported by the OPC Server which means that we for example now can
fetch temperature values from FLIR’s various temperature sensors with image (thermal cameras),
such as AX8 and A310.
New data types

Configuration of OPC Server for Modbus

The following data types are now supported:

After having installed Kentima’s OPC Server for Modbus,
you configure which values you are interested in from
the other system. It can be both values for read and
write. In this case it’s only for reading of temperature
values.

►► Int16 (same as before was called Integer).

Possible values are -32 768 – 32 767.
►► UInt16, 0 – 65 535.
►► Int32, -2 147 483 648 – 2 147 483 647.

You start by creating a TCP connection to the camera
and enter its IP address.

►► UInt32, 0 – 4 294 967 295.
►► Float, 3.4E +/- 38 (7 numbers).

The following message types have support for the
new data types:
►► Read holding registers
►► Read input registers
►► Preset multiple registers

Exemple with FLIR
In FLIR’s A310 you can define up to 10 Spots and 10
Boxes for measuring temperatures.
In this example we will read the temperature values for
Spot1 and Spot2 from the camera. In Ethiris Client, the
image looks like below:
The two hair crosses in the image indicates Spot1 and
Spot2. In the upper left corner current temperature
values are displayed for the two spots.
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Then you create a slave and a message of the type ReadHoldingRegisters. Finally you create a variable of the
type Float for each Spot and enter the address for each
variable. Spot1 has address 1018 and Spot2 has address
1030.
The temperature values sent from FLIR’s temperature
sensors are in Kelvin. You can easily scale them to Celsius
by entering appropriate values for Min, Max, RawMin
and RawMax.

Configuration in Ethiris Admin
When the OPC Server is configured, the next step is to
configure the OPC Client in Ethiris Admin. Start off by
creating a new OPC Server under the node Communication in the server’s configuration in Ethiris Admin. In this
case, we simply call it Modbus and browse for Kentima’s
OPC Server for Modbus as Prog-ID. Create a group; we
call it FLIRGroup in this example.

When the group is created, double-click it in the tree
view to the left to be able to add the variables which
will be communicated via OPC.
Up to the right, a list called OPC Signal browser is
displayed. By clicking down through the tree view you
get access to the variables in the OPC Server which you
are interested in. Then you can use Drag-and-drop to
select desired variables by dropping them in the dark
gray field called OPC-tags.

In the Name column in the list of selected variables you can enter another, somewhat shorter, name than the automatically
generated name from the OPC Server. In this example I have chosen the names Spot1 and Spot2.
Now we have access to these temperature values and can use them in for example script and in the Watch window.

-
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New events from Ethiris Client
Ethiris VMS contains an advanced script engine that provides huge possibilities to customize a system
to fit the customer’s requirements. In Ethiris, all scripts are executed on the server side, in Ethiris
Server. The scripts are often based on automatic events such as recording of video or activating a preset
position for a PTZ camera on motion in front of a camera. But, sometimes you want a script to execute
upon an operator action in Ethiris Client. By using the new version of Ethiris this is now a simple task.
Four different operator actions now generate events that
can be catched in script on the server side. All four events
are associated with the Clients object in script.
onButtonPressed
When an operator clicks a button that is defined in a camera view the event onButtonPressed is generated on the
Client object.
Note! The event is not generated for buttons in the View
window that normally is docked to the right in Ethiris
Client. The event is only generated for buttons in a camera
view.
The script body looks like the following:
Clients.onButtonPressed = function(event)
{
// Do something…
}

The script may look as the following:

The argument event contains a lot of information. For example about the client from which the button was clicked,
the name of the button, whether the button was pressed
or released, which camera is displayed in the view where
the button resides etcetera.
Exampel
In this example we will use the new event onButtonPressed to start recording on the camera that happens to be
displayed when the operator clicks a button named Rec
that is located in the same view as the camera. It can for
example be a Hotspot view where different cameras can
be displayed at different occasions.

The button is a toggle button, i.e. it becomes active when
clicked and you have to click it again to release it. Hence,
the script needs to remember which camera recording
was started for in the variable currentCam. The displayed
camera might have changed whenever the button is
released.
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onViewClicked
When an operator clicks in a camera view the event
onViewClicked is generated on the Clients object.
The script body looks like this:
Clients.onViewClicked = function(event)
{
// Do something…
}
In this case the argument event contains even more
information. Besides all information about the client and
camera you get in the onButtonPressed event you also
get information about timestamp for the current camera
image, X- and Y-position in the image where the operator clicked, size of the image, which mouse button was
clicked, the position in the camera view and a whole lot
of other information. For a complete description of the
event argument, please see the Admin manual.
onPlayerLoaded
This event is generated whenever one or several cameras are loaded in the Player in Ethiris Client.
The script body looks like this:
Clients.onPlayerLoaded = function(event)
{
// Do something…
}
The argument event contains information about the
current client and view just as for the previous events.
Furthermore it contains a list of the loaded cameras in
the Player and the current timestamp of the ruler in the
time lines.
onPlayerTime
This event is generated when the state of playback is
changed (play/pause) or the current time for the time
lines in the Player changes.
The script body looks as the following:
Clients.onPlayerTime = function(event)
{
// Do something…
}
The argument event contains general information
about the current client and view just as for the previous
events. It also contains the current state of playback in
the Player and the current timestamp of the ruler in the
time lines.
17

Device Presets
In earlier versions Ethiris has stored and kept track of preset positions for the camera in absolute
coordinates and has sent these to the camera upon activation of the preset. Some cameras
unfortunately has not full support for absolute positioning, hence we have introduced Device
presets, which means that preset positions are stored in the camera.
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Preset positions in a PTZ camera is a common way to
make the operator’s work more efficient. A preset position is simply a named position of a PTZ camera that
the operator can activate in different ways from Ethiris
Client, for example by associating the position with a
button. Preset positions can of course also be activated
automatically based on various events in the facility and
they are also used for creating PTZ tours.

absolute positioning, which resulted in not being able to
use preset positions for these cameras in Ethiris.

Until now, Ethiris has kept track of the positions in
absolute coordinates and sent these to the camera upon
activation. Some cameras do not have full support for

Otherwise these positions work just as usual with the
exception of the property InPosition which does not exist
for these types of preset.

-

However, now Ethiris has support for so called Device
presets for cameras connected via the ONVIF protocol or
Axis’ native protocol. That means that the positions are
stored in the camera itself and Ethiris needs only to keep
track of the name of each position.

Client configurations as favorites
When starting Ethiris Client the latest used client configuration is automatically loaded. It’s probably
that configuration you want to use. But, sometimes you want to change configuration and there
are several ways to do that. One way is to use previously defined shortcuts for various client
configurations, but the most common way is to simply open a new configuration from within the
client. The latter way has now become significantly easier since you can add client configurations to
a list of favorites in advance. It is especially beneficial if you change configuration a lot.

Save a configuration as a favorite
When you have loaded a configuration that
you want to save as a favorite you just select
that alternative in the File menu.

In the dialog you can choose to save authorization information
for not having to log in each time you load the configuration.

Open a new configuration
Next time you want to open a
configuration your favorites are
listed and ready to be selected.
In that way you don’t have to browse to the correct Ethiris Server and then select client configuration.
Simply put, you save time.

-
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Enhanced File object
The File object can be used for reading and writing from/to files via Ethiris Script. In the new
version we have enhanced the object such as it is easier to use and furthermore, we have made
the documentation clearer for the object in the Admin manual.
Example on logging of license plate numbers
In the following script example we log license plate numbers that are read by LPR cameras (License Plate Recognition). Each month a new log file is created, for example
called “_10_2018.txt” for October 2018. The files are
stored in the folder “C:\lpr_log”. Each row in the log contains timestamp and license plate number. This is how it
could look for three registrations from October 15.

By using the Cameras object we receive events from all
cameras in the system. If you rather have different log
files for different cameras, it would be easy to add the
camera name in the name of the log file. The camera
name is included as information in the event object sent
in onEvent.

The LPR cameras send notifications to Ethiris Server
via ONVIF Events upon reading a license plate. In our
example you can connect more cameras to the system
and it automatically works via the script below:
Cameras.onEvent = function(event)
{
if(event.Data.Key.PlateNumber != undefined)
{
//Log new plate number data
logEvent(event.Data.Key.PlateNumber);
}
}
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The complete script looks like this.

New commands for zoom
In the new version of Ethiris we have made the button in the control panel in the camera views
for toggling between center mode and pan mode obsolete. Now, pan mode is selected by default
and by clicking the left mouse button you steer the camera in the direction of the arrow.
Pan/tilt
When using optical PTZ, i.e. the camera can be controlled optically, not just digitally zoomed, clicking the left mouse button
provides continuous pan/tilt. As long as the mouse button is
pressed the camera moves in the direction of the arrow.

When using digital PTZ, a hand is displayed as mouse pointer and you can
drag the image with the left mouse button to define which part of the image to
display.
Cener image
New in this version is that clicking the
mouse wheel centers the image on the
point clicked.
Zoom with rectangle
Another new feature is that zooming by
a rectangle is done by the right mouse
button.

-
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Go from Instant replay to the Player
Instant replay is used by an operator to be able to see what happened in front of a camera a
little while ago. It can be activated manually or automatically by script. In the Instant replay
window two camera views from a camera are displayed. One view displays live video and the
other view displays video back in time. New in this version is a function for going directly to the
Player from the Instant replay window. The current camera is loaded in the Player with the time
corresponding to the time displayed in the Instant replay window.
Pre alarm
In the Instant replay window the operator can decide how far back in time video will be displayed. The limit is determined by the so called pre alarm buffer. If there for example is 5 minutes of pre alarm this is also the limit for how far
back in time you can watch video in the Instant replay window. By clicking <Alt>-arrow left/right you choose how far
back in time you want to view.

Go to the Player
To go to the Player, right-click in the window and select Show camera in the Player in the popup menu.
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Shortcuts in the Player
To be able to work even more efficient in the Player we have added the possibility to activate
certain functions via the keyboard instead of having to click with the mouse.
Play/pause
By pressing the spacebar you toggle between play and pause in the Player.
Frame-by-frame
By pressing the V key the Player jumps to the previous frame and the B key jumps to the next frame. If playback is
running when any of these keys are pressed, the Player is paused automatically.
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Order Ethiris licenses
Our goal is making it easy to order licenses for Ethiris. If you want to make it really easy, we
recommend Ethiris NVR and NVC that are robust computers with Ethiris VMS pre-installed and
pre-licensed. The information below applied when installing Ethiris VMS on any computer.

New system
When installing Ethiris VMS the first time in a facility
you need to order a Product code. It is entered during
installation of Ethiris. A unique product code is required
for each Ethiris Server installed. Each Ethiris Server runs
on its own computer. If you want several Ethiris Server, it
requires the corresponding number of computers.
For each Ethiris Server you need in the facility you decide on three things: License level, number of cameras
and without or with 5 years of free updates.
The license levels are described on the next page. The
license level Free does not require any license code and
hence it needs not to be ordered.
For the remaining four license levels (Basic, Extended,
Advanced and Premium) we always recommend to
select with 5 years of free updates. Then the customer
is guaranteed free access to updates during a period of
5 years.

The price list
In the price list there are, beside from necessary article
numbers, also 6 different ordering examples with some
of the various combinations of new systems and changes
of existing systems.
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Existing system
In an existing system you can change the license in three
different ways:
Update – Updates the license version from for example
9.x to 10.x.
Upgrade – Upgrades the current license level from for
example Extended to Advanced.
Extend – Extends the number of cameras that can be
connected from for example 22 to 31.
All changes can be ordered at the same time, which means you can combine all three changes if desired. When
ordering a change of license, you should always provide
the current Registration code. Then we can make sure
that the order is valid for the current system and that the
provided information is correct.
Kentima delivers a so called Upgrade code which is used
together with the current Registration code to retrieve a
new License code from the Kentima partner pages.

Licensing
On the Kentima partner pages is information about how
the licensing process is done.

License levels Ethiris Server
License levels
Number of cameras 1
Max storage capacity
Max storage time
Number of concurrent clients connected
to server (the sum of clients, ActiveX,
Ethiris Mobile & WideQuick) 1
Support for megapixel cameras
Schedules
Recording on event
Continous recording
Motion detection
Centralized administration
Browsing for cameras on the network
Script engine
E-mail/SMS
Data logging
PTZ
Camera groups
Connect I/O devices via plug-in
(1 device/camera license)
Connect Ethiris Mobile – Light mode
Connect Ethiris Mobile – Full mode
OPC-client
Signing of exported jpg images
Dual streams from cameras
Door controllers (1 door/camera license)
Number of I/O signals via external
OPC-server
Number of preset positions/camera
Number of guarded tours/camera
TCP/http listeners
Connect Ethiris Server OPC-server
Connect ActiveX client
Connect WideQuick EthirisView
Multiple storage devices
Authorization
Possibility of pre authorization
Ethiris native users and user groups
Audit trail
Remote control of Ethiris Client via script
Dewarping of 360-cameras in Admin/
Client
Support for GigE cameras
Floating camera licenses
Encryption of video and data storage
Support for cluster and redundancy
Support for database connections
Support for alarm central functions

Free

Basic

Extended

Advanced

Premium

4
Unlimited
Unlimited

1-20
Unlimited
Unlimited

1-40
Unlimited
Unlimited

1-64
Unlimited
Unlimited

1-250
Unlimited
Unlimited

2

3

5
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32

128

Unlimited

-

-

Unlimited
Unlimited
Unlimited
Option
Option
-

Unlimited
Unlimited
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Option
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The current hardware of the server/network may limit the actual number of cameras/clients that can be connected. It is up to the
integrator to ascertain that the offered hardware can handle the proposed plant.
1

-
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License levels Ethiris Client2
Connected server’s license level

Free

Basic - Premium

1
64
Unlimited
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

Unlimited
64
Unlimited
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

Remote control of client from external system
via COM

p

p

Client view activation via I/O
PTZ
Support for joystick
Event triggered playback of sound files
Authorization 4
Audit trail
Support for multiple monitors
Interaction objects in camera views
No license required
Wide screen support (flexible client views)
Event list
Alarm list
Pre authorization
Instant replay 5
Dewarp of 360-cameras 5
Connect to cluster

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
-

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

Antal servrar en klient kan ansluta sig till
Antal kameravyer/klientvy3
Antal sektioner
Stöd för megapixelkameror
Hotspot
Automatisk kameraväxling
Stöd för kartbilder i kameravyer
Export av inspelat material
Sökning efter rörelse
Digital zoomning

Ethiris Client is free of charge and exists only in one version. Availability of functions can depend on license level of
Ethiris Server.
2

The current hardware of the computer/network may limit the actual number of cameras that can be displayed. It is
up to the integrator to ascertain that the offered hardware can handle the intended function.
3
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4

Availability of function depends on current license level of Ethiris Server.

5

Function is only available in the 64-bit version of Ethiris Client.

-

Release Notes
News
►► Support for dewarping 360-cameras in Client. This includes dewarping of live and recorded video as well as video

displayed in an instant replay window.
Note! Dewarping is only available in the 64-bit version of Admin/Client.
Also note that specific license level is required on the server to allow for dewarping, see the license document.
Simulator cameras can be dewarped at all license levels.
►► Added support for virtual cameras in client configuration. It is possible to create virtual cameras that are based on

360-cameras. The virtual camera is a predefined dewarp mode and a predefined PTZ position in the dewarped view.
These cameras can be used as normal cameras when building client views and are listed in the camera panel as
individual cameras in the Client.
Note! Dewarping is only available in the 64-bit version of Admin/Client.
►► Added support for sending of alarms to alarm station using SIA protocol. This includes:
• Support for primary and secondary alarm station to send alarms to.
• Support for user created events and alarms that can send alarm messages when activated.
• Possibility to select different SIA codes for each alarm/event that will be sent when activated.
• Alarms and non momentaneous events will automatically send a restore code to the alarm station when deac-

tivated. Read more about this in Admin manual.
Note! Specific license level is required on the server to activate these functions.
►► Added support for ONVIF preset positions meaning that preset positions can be created, modified and deleted in

the camera from Admin. It is possible to go to the preset position from Admin (for testing purposes) and of course to
create a guard tour using these preset positions. It is also possible to use absolute positioning
►► Added support for creating, modifying and deleting preset positions directly in Axis cameras from Admin (using

native Axis camera driver). Using in-device preset positions like this supports all preset position functions in Ethiris
except the InPosition property that doesn’t exist. It is still possible to use preset positions via absolute positioning,
like before.
►► All events an ONVIF camera can generate are now built as an object tree on the camera in Ethiris. This means that

any result of camera defined analysis can be used directly from script in Ethiris without having to parse the onEventdata.
►► Added new ways of manipulating digital zoom in Client.

This means it is no longer necessary to switch between center mode and joystick mode.
• Right click and dragging will invoke zoom by rectangle if camera supports it when camera view is in joystick

mode.
• Click with middle button on mouse will center camera around clicked point, if camera supports it.

►► Added key commands in player in Client. Spacebar toggles play/pause, V steps back one frame and B steps forward

one frame.
►► Show camera in player from an instant replay view, will load the camera in the player at the time of the current

frame in the Instant replay view.
►► Added the possibility to add client configurations as favorites for quick access in Ethiris Client.
►► Added four new events on the Clients object in script:
• onButtonPressed – is fired when a user clicks on a button in a camera view in Ethiris Client.
• onViewClicked – is fired when a user clicks somewhere in a camera view in Ethiris Client.
• onPlayerLoaded – is fired when cameras are loaded in the player in Ethiris Client.
• onPlayerTime – is fired when the time in the timelines in the player changes or the state (playing/pause) of the

player changes in Ethiris Client.
Read more about these new script features Admin Configuration manual, chapter 3.21.
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Release Notes
►► Added new methods on the file object in script. Among others it is now possible to:
• position the file pointer exactly where you want it using seek() or setPosition()
• read one line of data from the file using readLine()
• get the current position of the file pointer using position()
• check whether the file pointer is at the end of the file using atEnd()
Read more about these new script features Admin Configuration manual, chapter 3.20.
►► Added possibility to export to AVI from Ethiris Viewer, i.e. when exporting from Ethiris Client in Ethiris native for-

mat, it is later possible to export in AVI-format from the Ethiris Viewer program. It is also possible to open export
files done with previous versions of Ethiris Client in Ethiris Viewer and export them to AVI.
►► Updated the Modbus OPC Server with new features. Tags for the following message types:
• Read holding registers
• Read input registers
• Preset multiple registers

Can be defined with the following data types:
• Int16 (same as Integer before). Range is -32,768 to 32,767
• UInt16. Range is 0 to 65,535
• Int32. Range is –2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647
• UInt32. Range is 0 to 4,294,967,295
• Float. Range is 3.4E +/- 38 (7 digits)

Changed behavior
►► Center mode in live and player panels in Client has been removed. It is no longer necessary to switch between

center mode and joystick mode to reach all possible PTZ control functions. Instead of switching to center mode,
just do the following to access the functions that previously needed center mode.
• To center a camera optically or digitally on a specific point in the image, click the middle mouse button.
• To zoom by rectangle, right click and draw a rectangle. Then release the right mouse button when you are

finished drawing the rectangle. If supported by the camera, it will pan/tilt and zoom accordingly. If you right
click and release the button directly, you access the popup menu, like before.

Note
►► Before installing/upgrading Ethiris to version 10.x, ensure that the minimum required operating system that is

required to run Ethiris is met.
The following client operating systems (with at least service pack) can be used to run Ethiris:
• Windows 7 SP1 – 64-bit recommended
• Windows 8 and later – 64-bit recommended
• Windows 10 – 64-bit recommended

The following server operating systems (with at least service pack) can be used to run Ethiris:
• Windows Server 2008 SP2
• Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1
• Windows Server 2012
• Windows Server 2012 R2
• Windows Server 2016 Standard (desktop experience or server core (only Ethiris Server is supported on server

core. If you want to run Ethiris on a server core-version of Windows Server, contact support to get more information.))
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Release Notes
►► Ethiris Viewer requires 64-bit operating system. We recommend using Windows 7 SP1 or later client operating

systems.
►► Ethiris Viewer Launcher requires 64-bit operating system and .NET 4.0 or later being preinstalled. We recommend

using Windows 10.
►► A 64-bit operating system will be required to install/update Ethiris Server to version 10.x. Ethiris Server cannot be

installed on a 32-bit operating system any longer.
►► Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows Server 2003 will no longer be supported by Ethiris.
►► Ethiris Client, Ethiris Admin, Ethiris ActiveX-control and Ethiris Server OPC Server will continue to support 32-bit

operating systems as well as 64-bit operating systems.
Version 10 will be the last major version that supports 32-bit operating systems for Ethiris Client and Ethiris Admin.

Fixes
►► It might not be possible to export video from Client to AVI-format for cameras with some resolutions (the width of

the frame was not an even multiple of 4). This has been corrected.
►► When zooming by rectangle in live or player views, and drawing the rectangle outside of the camera image, the

background wasn’t correctly erased leaving traces of the rectangle behind. This has been corrected.
►► Sort order of cameras in camera panel in Client might not reflect sort order configured in Admin. This has been

corrected.
►► It was not possible to copy and paste privilege settings in Admin if the copied settings used Ethiris user groups.

This has been corrected.
►► Server might encounter an unhandled exception when probing an Onvif camera that sends corrupt profile infor-

mation. This has been corrected.
►► When displaying an instant replay view in Client and user doesn’t have View recording privileges, the instant

replay view displayed ‘Waiting for data…’ instead of ‘Not authorized!’. This has been corrected.
►► Ethiris could fail to probe cameras not supporting Onvif Media2-commands correctly. This means it was not pos-

sible to use the Onvif-driver with these cameras. This has been corrected. Workaround in previous version is to
use the generic driver instead.
►► Digital I/O on Axis cameras might not work correctly on devices with newer firmware. This has been corrected.
►► In some very rare circumstances, some cameras might not accept the RTSP PLAY command Ethiris used and hence

it was not possible to get video from the camera. This has been corrected.
►► Client might lock and not exit correctly when executing a lot of remote commands on the client at the same time

the user shuts it down. The result was that the process did not exit and the user was forced to kill the process
manually. This has been corrected.
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